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N

asa's chief scientist tells Laurence Bergreen what a newly-found Martian 'lake' really means for the Red Planet

There is nothing new under the sun – or on Mars. Even with the announcement last week of the discovery of underground water on the Red Planet
(https://www.telegraph.co.uk/science/2018/07/25/liquid-water-lake-detected-mars-raising-hope-life-beneath-surface/), one way or another, we have been here before.

“Water on Mars is not a novel idea,” says Dr James B Garvin, chief scientist of Nasa’s Goddard Space Flight Center near Washington, DC. A fervent “Mar
his entire career, he reminds me that our planetary neighbour was long thought to be a parched wasteland where aeons ago oceans perhaps lapped aga
ancient shores… until 2008, that is, when Nasa’s Phoenix lander (https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/northamerica/2168254/NASAs-Phoenix-Lander-ﬁnds-ice
Mars.html) detected a layer of water.

And then, just a few years later, another Nasa spacecraft – this one an orbiter circling Mars overhead – discovered thawing ice deposits on mountain slo

Where there’s ground ice, there’s the possibility of liquid water, and where there’s the possibility of liquid water, the conditions exist for life, however p
The past decade, then, has been something of a race to ﬁnd signs of that life on Mars.

“How do you use terra-centric standards to look for signs of life, as agnostics tend to do?”
Dr James B Garvin, chief scientist at Nasa’s Goddard Space Flight Center

So last week, when an Italian team of researchers published their article “Radar Evidence of Subglacial Liquid Water on Mars” in the journal Science, D
was anything but surprised about evidence suggesting a large underground lake – a mile across or more – trapped below the ice of the Martian South Po
only that, but the team behind the article opined that “there is no reason to conclude that the presence of subsurface water is limited to a single location

Could it be true? At ﬁrst blush, this news sounds like a conﬁrmed ﬁnding, the unassailable result of three-and-half years of soundings performed by a Eu
spacecraft, Mars Express, between 2012 and 2015.
At Nasa, however, Dr Garvin and others are not wholly convinced.

“The Italians are all smart dudes,” he concedes, but their results are far from deﬁnitive. They’ve detected something “stretching maybe a mile or more”,
may be liquid water. “If you shine radar at water, it would be 40 times brighter than its surroundings. But this is only three times.”

In numbers | Mars
53%
The diameter of Mars is about 53% of Earth's, making it the second smallest planet in the
solar system

38%
The surface gravity of Mars is 38% that of Earth, so if you weigh 100 pounds on Earth, you
would weigh only 38 pounds on Mars

687
A year on Mars is 687 days but a day on the Red Planet only lasts 40 minutes more than
one on Earth

1,058
Number of people selected from 202,000 applicants for the Mars One project, which
hopes to create a human colony on Mars in about 10 years

Scientists are agreed that this is an “exciting anomaly”, which might point to a buried Dead Sea on Mars – but it also could be sand or silt with some liqu
between the grains, or even perchlorate, a “super salt” capable or melting stubborn Martian ice. In that case, the subterranean “lake” might not be wate
just a salty deposit.

Dr Garvin’s caution stems in part from Nasa’s hesitancy to oversell discoveries. In 1984, the agency revealed with great fanfare the discovery of possible
microfossils in a Martian meteorite collected here on Earth. The announcement seemed for a time to herald a new Age of Aquarius. This bit of ancient r
called ALH8001 (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Allan_Hills_84001), seemed to be a time capsule hurled in our directed from Mars containing an amazing secret, t
once – and might still – harbored forms of microbial life, and perhaps even more complex life forms.

On further examination, doubts were raised. The meteorite had been lying on earth on the slopes of the Alan Hills in Antarctica for quite some time, an
perhaps had become contaminated with life on… Earth.

It became difﬁcult to prove that it contained a pristine sample of extraterrestrial life. Maybe we were just looking at ourselves. Thirty-ﬁve years later, AL
still has its proponents, but scientiﬁc consensus about what, exactly, it contains, or means, no longer exists.

The red planet: Mars CREDIT: HO/REUTERS

Today, the most Dr Garvin will say is that the subterranean Martian “lake” – if that’s what it is – “could be a source of microbial life”. Although he doesn’
the thought hangs in the air that it might be up to Nasa to devise a more convincing explanation of the lake, or the illuminated region, or whatever it is.

The ability to study other planets has set in motion an evolution in thinking about planetary geology, a revolution not unlike the one set in motion by G
other scientists studying natural phenomena. These observers see the same things as their scientiﬁc forbears, Aristotle, for instance, but they interpret
differently. It can lead scientists down unusual speculative pathways.

Dr Garvin, a planetary geologist, wonders aloud if Mars – whose geology, though strikingly similar to that of Earth, also has signiﬁcant differences – som
“follows playbooks different from ours”. And, he asks, “how do you use terra-centric standards to look for signs of life, as agnostics tend to do? It raises t
on ‘weird’ life on Mars being able to ﬁnd a way to exist.”

Nasa's Curiosity Rover reveals Mars panorama

Even the deﬁnition of “life” is up for grabs. And perhaps life on Mars, or elsewhere, differs in some important respects life on earth. If we don’t recognis
such, is it still life?

Elon Musk (https://www.telegraph.co.uk/elon-musk/), the inventor, engineer and self-promoter who seems to have stepped out, fully formed, from the pages o

day Jules Verne novel, is keen to ﬁnd out. Musk has already announced that Space X, the aerospace company he founded just 16 years ago, plans to send
vehicle to Mars as early as the ﬁrst half of 2019.

But to Musk, the hazards function mainly as incentive, if only to prove that he can overcome them. In addition to the requirements of rocketry, and train
crew, just getting to Mars is a formidable undertaking. At its closest approach (which, by coincidence, happens to be today), Mars is 34 million miles aw
comparison, the Moon is about 239,000 miles.

Matt Damon starring in The Martian CREDIT: AIDAN MONAGHAN/HANDOUT

With the average distance between Earth and Mars coming in around 140 million miles, getting to the Red Planet (https://www.telegraph.co.uk/travel/destinat

america/united-states/articles/america-space-centre-tour-/) would mean a journey of at least six months through space, contending with the depredations of zero

and cell-destroying radiation.

As Dr Garvin puts it: “Musk wants to pioneer the Martian frontier. The problem is, physics isn’t free.” By which he means, as well as the distance and dan
involved, there’s no getting around the immense expense either.

Dr Garvin compares exploring that underground “lake” on Mars to the difﬁculties of exploring on Earth: “Let’s say this lake is a mile below the surface…
drilling that distance below the surface of the Earth costs a great deal, and demands a huge commitment of time and material. But drilling down a mile o
would tax the entire world economy, for an uncertain beneﬁt.”

Signs of life in our Solar System
Mars

The Red Planet is considered to be the best candidate for alien life.
In 2014, Nasa’s Curiosity Rover recorded intriguing ‘burps’ of methane which may
have been produced by bacteria. Most methane on Earth is produced as a waste gas
by living organisms.
Curiosity has previously found water bound in the ﬁne soil of Mars, which is crucial
for life.

Titan

Saturn's largest moon resembles the Earth more closely than any other body in the
Solar System and has a thick atmosphere rich in organic compounds including
methane leading to speculation that life could exist.
However it is far too cold for liquid water, which is essential for all lifeforms.
One theory suggests that the impact of a meteorite might have provided enough
heat to liquify water for perhaps a few hundred or thousand years, allowing life to
get established.

Europa, Ganymede and Callisto

The three Galilean moons of Jupiter are thought to harbour oceans under their
surface.
Recent research suggested that there is more oxygen present than initially
expected, so the huge seas might even be home to ﬁsh-like creatures.
The European Space Agency is due to launch its Juice (JUpiter ICy moons Explorer)
spacecraft in 2022 to ﬁnd out if life is present.

Rather than looking for life on Mars, perhaps there’s something to be said for improving life on Earth.

Laurence Bergreen (https://books.telegraph.co.uk/Product/Laurence-Bergreen/The-Quest-for-Mars-NASA-scientists-and-Their-Search-for-L/15832129) is the auth
The Quest for Mars: Nasa’s Scientists and their Search for Life beyond Earth (HarperCollins). laurencebergreen.com
(http://laurencebergreen.com/)
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